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- Thisstudy testedfor predictedeffects of syntaxon a
Abstract
repetitiondeficit (RD) known as repetitionblindness, the reduced probabilityof recall for repeated words in rapid serial
visual presentation(RSVP) sentences. The syntactic variable
was phrase-congruent versus phrase-incongruent grouping
within simultaneous RSVP displays. Withphrase-congruent
grouping, each RSVP display contained a syntactic phrase
(e.g., "to play sports" in the sentence (iTheywanted to play
sports but sports were not allowed"), whereas with phraseincongruent
grouping, RSVP displays contained nonphrases
"
(e.g., sports but sports"). RD was extensive with phraseincongruent grouping (29%), but nonsignificant (6%) with
phrase-congruentgrouping,as if phrase-congruentgroupsfree
up the extraprocessing time needed to connect repeatedwords
intophrases in rapidlypresentedsentences, enablingtop-down
retrievalof the phrases duringrecall. Thepresent results comport with effects of syntax and prosody on auditoryRD, and
suggest that visual and auditoryRD are identical underlying
phenomena.
Repetitiondeficits (RD) referto a difficultyin encodingand
recallingrepeated letters in words (e.g., MacKay, 1969) and
repeatedwords in lists and sentences (e.g., Bavelier& Potter,
1992; Kanwisher, 1987, 1991; MacKay & Miller, in press;
MacKay,Miller,& Schuster, 1994;Miller& MacKay, 1994,in
press). The present study examines RD for the second of two
repeatedwords in sentences such as 'They saw horses but
horses were forbiddenthere." When such sentences are presented at 90 ms/word in a rapid serial visual presentation
(RSVP)task, older subjects(meanage of 73) experiencean RD
of 43%,failingto reportthe second (repeated)''horses" 43%
moreoften thanthe (unrepeated)"horses" in "They saw sheep
but horses were forbidden there" (MacKay, Miller, &
Schuster, 1994).
The presentstudy tested a theoreticalaccount of RD developedwithinnode structuretheory (NST; MacKay, 1987;Miller
& MacKay, 1994).Under NST, a single node representsa lexical concept in long-termmemory,and sentence encodingproceeds in part by forming connections from lexical nodes to
phrase-levelnodes. For example, consider how a listener encodes the sentence "They saw horses but horses were forbidden there." The single lexical node for the repeated concept
("horses") must quicklyconnect with two nodes, for the verb
phrase"saw horses" and for the proposition"horses were forAddress correspondenceto Donald G. MacKay, Psychology Department,University of California,Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA
90095-1563;e-mail:mackay@psych.ucla.edu.
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bidden" (see Fig. 1). Lexical nodes for unrepeatedconcepts
(e.g., "they," "saw," "were," and "forbidden"in Fig. 1)likewise become connected with phrase nodes, except that these
connectionsare one-to-one (see Fig. 1) and can be formedin
parallel,whereasconnectionsfrom repeatedconcepts are oneto-manyand must be formedin sequence, requiringadditional
time (see MacKay,Abrams,& Miller, 1994;Miller& MacKay,
1994). Given time pressure, as in RD experiments, the first
connectionfrom a repeatedconcept may be formed successfully, but not the second, so that the second concept is unencoded, makingits phonologyor orthographyunrecallableduring the top-downretrievalprocess.
Supportfor the NST account of RD comes from several
sources. As predictedunderNST, young adultsexperiencereduced RD relativeto older adults, who generallyrequiremore
time to formnew connections,therebyreducingthe time available for formingthe two connectionsrequiredto encode a repeated word (MacKay& Abrams, 1994;MacKay& Miller,in
press; MacKay, Miller, & Schuster, 1994).Also as predicted,
RD decreases linearly as time per word is increased (see
MacKay,Miller,& Schuster,1994),therebyprovidingthe extra
time neededto linka repeatedwordto its phrasenodes (see also
MacKay& Miller,in press). Againas predicted,occurrenceof
RD was demonstrated(MacKay & Miller, 1994) at a purely
conceptuallevel for proficientSpanish-Englishbilingualsreading mixed-languageRSVP sentences such as "They saw horses
but caballoswere prohibitirto enterthere" ("horses" and "caballos" are conceptuallyidenticaltranslationequivalents).RD
occurredsolely at conceptuallevels, and not at orthographicor
phonologicallevels of these sentences, becauseRD for conceptuallyidenticaltargets(e.g., "horses" and "caballos")and RD
for completely identicaltargets (e.g., "caballos" and "caballos"; "horses" and "horses") were of equal magnitudein the
data (see also MacKay,Abrams,& Miller, 1994).
The presentstudytested two new NST predictionsconcerning effects of syntaxon visualRD. To test these predictions,we
developeda multiwordvariantof the standardRSVPtechnique.
For standardRSVP, words appear one at a time, with each
wordcenteredon the screen,but for ourmultiwordvariant,two
or three words usually appearedat the same time, with each
word groupcenteredon the screen. These word groupseither
did or did not correspondto phrases in the sentence. For example, the words "they saw horses" form a phrase-congruent
group,or naturalconstituent,of the sentence "They saw horses
but horseswere forbiddenthere." However, the words "horses
but horses" form a phrase-incongruent
groupcontainingparts
of several differentconstituentsof this sentence.
Ourdependentvariablewas the degree of RD in immediate
recall of identicaltargetwords in sentences that differedby a
single word:The prior,or pretarget,word was identicalto the
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phrases, phrase-incongruent
groupswill reduce the time available for formingthe two connections needed to retrieve a repeated word, thereby increasing RD relative to phrasecongruentgroups.
METHOD
Participants
Participantswere 24 undergraduates(6 men, 18 women;
mean age of 20) at the University of California,Los Angeles.
They participatedfor partialcourse credit in an introductory
psychology course. All were native speakers of English and
vision.
reportednormalor corrected-to-normal
Materials and Design
Materialswere identical to those in MacKay, Miller, and
Schuster(1994)and are discussed in greaterdetail there. Each
participantsaw 32 sentences, 16 experimentalsentences randomlyinterspersedamong16fillers. Each of the 16 experimental sentences came in four versions that were counterbalanced
across subjects and crossed two levels of repetitionwith two
levels of phrase grouping(see Table 1 for typical examples).
Repeated- and unrepeated-targetversions of a sentence had
similarmeaningand syntax, and differedonly in theirpretarget
words. Pretargetsand targetswere identicalin repeated-target
versions, and were similarin averagelength and frequencyin
unrepeated-targetversions. Phrase-congruent and phraseincongruentversions differed in whether the RSVP frames
contained phrases or nonphrases. In the congruent condisenthe
for
nodes
and
lexical
Selected
1.
encoding
phrase
Fig.
there."
tion, RSVP frames maintained the integrity of units such
tence "They saw horses but horses were forbidden
Note that a single lexical node representsthe repeatedword as noun phrases (e.g., those tall men), verb phrases (e.g.,
"horses." The brokenline indicatesa connectionthat is diffi- are leaving),infinitivephrases(e.g., to play soccer), and prepcult to formundertime pressure(see the text for explanation). ositional phrases (e.g., in the afternoon). In the incongruent
condition,RSVPframesdisruptedthe integrityof such phrases
targetword for repeated-targetsentences but differentfor un- and contained unnaturalgroups such as soccer in the and
sentences. For example,we comparedrecallof afternoonbut (see Table 1). Identicalacross the congruentand
repeated-target
the targetword "horses" in two sentences: "They saw sheep incongruentversions were the actual words, time per word,
but horses were forbiddenthere" (unrepeatedtargetin italics, numberof framesper sentence (M = 4; range:3-5), and mean
pretargetunderlined)versus "They saw horses but horseswere numberof words per frame (M = 2.5; range: 1-5).
forbiddenthere" (repeatedtargetin italics).Thus, our indepenSentences occurredin eight differentrandomorders across
dent variableswere repeated versus unrepeatedtargets, and participants.Fillerswere presentedat fixed rates (either50 ms/
phrase-congruentgrouping (each RSVP frame contained a word or 110 ms/word), whereas each experimentalsentence
grouping(each RSVPframe was presentedat both 70 ms/wordand 90 ms/word,with rates
phrase)versusphrase-incongruent
containedpartof one or more phrases).
counterbalancedacross participantsand conditions.We chose
NST predictsthat, with timeper wordheld constant,phrase- these rates because pilot data indicatedcorrect targetrecall in
incongruentgroupswill reduceoverallrecallrelativeto phrase- the rangefrom 30%to 80%, rulingout floor or ceiling effects
congruentgroups.The reason is that phrase-congruentgroups thatcoulddistortthe relativedegreeof RD for congruentversus
immediatelysignal what words to link together into phrases, incongruentconditions. Our design was a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial
enablingparticipantsto form these links quickly and effec- with grouping(congruentvs. incongruent),repetition (unretively, therebyfacilitatingrecall relativeto phrase-incongruent peated vs. repeated target), and presentationrate (70 vs. 90
groups.For example,when participantsencounterthe phrase- ms/word)as within-subjectsfactors. Durationof a frame was
incongruentgroup"work so" in an RSVP sentence that begins the simpleproductN x ms/word,where N was the numberof
"It was time to work so," they must wait for the next frameto words in the frame(see Table 1).
determinewhether "so" and "work" connect directly, as in
"to work so hard," or not, as in "It was time to work so we
Procedure
left." The increased processing time required for phraseParticipantswere told that they would see sequences of
incongruentgroupswill also cause greaterRD underNST: By
in groups of one to five presented at the center of the
words
into
link
to
words
what
determine
to
harder
it
together
making
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Table 1. Examplesof displaysfor two counterbalancedsentences
presented at 70msIword
Frame
number

Frame
duration

1
2
3

140 ms
210 ms
140 ms

Congruentversions
They wanted
to play ball
but sports

4

210 ms

were not allowed

were not allowed

1
2
3
4

210
210
210
70

ms
ms
ms
ms

Incongruent versions
They wanted to
play ball but
sports were not
allowed

They wanted to
play sports but
sports were not
allowed

Unrepeated-target
version

Repeated-target
version
They wanted
to play sports
but sports

Note. Pretargetsare in bold; targetsare bold and underlined.See the text
for details.

screen, and that they were to say the entire sequence aloud
immediatelyfollowing the last group. They were warnedthat
the sequences would be speeded up to varying degrees, and
that they were to report each sequence exactly as it had
appeared,whetherit was grammaticalor not. There followed
four representative practice sentences presented at four
different rates. A Macintosh Plus computer presented the
stimuli using a general-purposeprogram(GenPrime;Banks,
Burke, Krajicek, & Whetstone, 1990). Each trial began with
a 2-s "Get ready" prompt, followed by a 1.2-s blank screen
before the first frame. A stringof asterisks(*******)followed
the last frame, indicatingthat participantswere to recall the
sequence verbally. The experimentertranscribedparticipants'
recall on-line, but also recordedthe output via tape recorder.
Participantspressedthe space barwhen readyto beginthe next
trial.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Eachtrialwas scoredfor inclusionof the pretarget,target,or
both in the participant'sresponse. We then determineda conditional measure of recall (mean percentageof correct target
report)thatwe believe most accuratelyrepresentsthe degreeof
RD (see argumentsin MacKay,Miller,& Schuster, 1994).For
this conditional measure, repeated and unrepeated targets
counted as correct only if their pretargetswere recalled.Data
for a trialwere discardedif the pretargetwas not recalled.Table
2 shows standarddeviationsfor these data, togetherwith RD,
calculatedas the recallof unrepeatedtargetsminusthe recallof
repeatedtargets.
Because presentationrate had no main effect (p < .21; see
Table 2) and did not interactwith eithergroupingor repetition
(p > .05) in a 2 x 2 x 2 multivariateanalysis of variance

Table 2. Mean percentage of correct target report (CTR), standard deviations, and repetition deficit (at each rate and
collapsed across rates) for congruent, incongruent, and standard (word-by-word) rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP)
Congruent-grouping RSVP

Incongruent-grouping RSVP

70ms/word

70ms/word

90ms/word

90ms/word

Standard RSVPa
70ms/word

90ms/word

Target condition

CTR

SD

CTR

SD

CTR

SD

CTR

SD

CTR

SD

CTR

SD

Unrepeated
Repeated
Repetition deficit
(N =15)
Repetition deficit
collapsed across
rates (N = 23)

80
83

32
31

93
90

18
21

63
47

44
35

73
57

37
42

86
73

26
28

86
78

29
28

48

3

22

17

45

17

67

13

31

8

40

6

33

29

42

13

24

-3

Note. Discrepanciesbetween data separatedby rate versus collapsedacross rates reflect differentialdata discardin the conditional
analysis.For the separaterates, 9 participantshad missingdata in one or more of the 2 x 2 x 2 cells, leavingonly 15 valid cases. For
the collapsedrates, only 1 participanthad missingdata from one or more of the 2x2 cells, leaving23 cases.
aDatafrom MacKay,Miller,and Schuster(1994).
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(MANOVA),we collapsedacross rate in Figure2 and in a 2 x RD postulatedin NST (see MacKay, Abrams,& Miller, 1994;
2 MANOVAthat revealedmaineffects of grouping(F[l, 22] = MacKay& Miller, 1994).RD in the present study must reflect
48.01, MSE = 1.46,p < .001) and repetition(JF[1,22] = 6.46, semanticor syntacticprocessesbecause semanticand syntactic
MSE = 0.68, p < .019), and a Groupingx Repetitioninterac- characteristicsratherthan phonologicalor orthographicchartion (F[l, 22] = 8.25, MSE = 0.30, p < .009). Post hoc tests acteristics determinewhether a group is phrase-congruentor
indicatedthat this interactionreflected a large and reliableef- phrase-incongruent.
fect of repetitionin the incongruentcondition(F[l, 22] = 10.94,
MSE = 0.94, p < .003), but not in the congruentcondition,in
THE NST MODULATION PRINCIPLE, GROUPING
whichunrepeatedtargetswere recalledno more often than re=
=
<
ConfiMSE
.41).
0.04,
0.69,
p
(F[l,
22]
PROCEDURES, AND INPUT MODALITY
targets
peated
dence in this nonsignificantoutcome is warrantedbecause of
Underthe NST modulationprinciple,RD will increaseas the
the powerin ourdesign(computedusingWoodward,Bonett, &
time
availablefor formingword-to-phraselinks decreases, redifferences
to
nontrivial
detect
sufficed
which
Brecht, 1990),
of whetherpresentationis visual or auditory.One imx
interacgardless
the
.80
for
was
Repetition
Congruency
(e.g., power
tion;powerwas .90 for the effect of repetitionin the incongru- plicationof this modulationprincipleis that proceduraldetails
ent condition),andto ignoretrivialdifferences(e.g., powerat/? that increase encodingtime for phrases will magnifyRD. For
< .05 was .13 for the nonsignificanteffect of repetitionin the example, consider the standard RSVP procedure, in which
words of differing length receive identical processing times
congruentcondition).
The maineffect of groupingindicatesgreateroverall recall (see, e.g., MacKay,Miller,& Schuster, 1994).Because encodfor phrase-congruent groups than for phrase-incongruent ing time may be more than sufficientfor short functionwords,
the
groups(see Fig. 2), as predictedunderNST. Also as predicted, but not for long contentwords, standardRSVP may disrupt
RD was greaterfor phrase-incongruent
groupsthanfor phrase- formationof word-to-phraselinks, and augmentRD relativeto
congruentgroups. This differencecannot be attributedto the phrase-congruentgrouping.As a preliminarytest of this possireducedrecall of phrase-incongruentgroups because, in gen- bility, we examinedthe data for the 16 young participantsin a
eral, RD is unrelatedto level of recall, all other factors being previousstudy(MacKay,Miller,& Schuster, 1994).These paras in the present
equal(see Park& Kanwisher,1994).Rather,the presentresults ticipants saw exactly the same sentences
and 90 ms/
ms/word
the
rates
same
and
at
(70
exactly
for
study,
suggestthatRD varies in magnitudewith the time available
word
RSVP.
As can be
via
standard
word-byword),
except
for
links
required retrievingrepeated
formingthe one-to-many
=
words(see Miller& MacKay, 1994;also see MacKay,Miller,& seen in Table2, RD for standardRSVP(M 13%)fell between
condition(M = 6%)and our incongruent
Schuster,1994,and MacKay & Miller, in press, for functions RD for our congruent
=
condition
29%),
(M
suggestingthat standardRSVP may disrelatingRD to encodingtime). The effect of phrase-congruent
of
the
forming
appropriatelinks between words
of
process
nature
rupt
the
with
conceptual
groupingon RD is also consistent
and phrases more than phrase-congruentRSVP, but less than
RSVP.
phrase-incongruent
Auditory versus visual presentation is another important
proceduraldetail under the NST modulationprinciple. The
present study capitalizedon the fact that for visual inputs, associations are readily formed between simultaneously presented items (see Penney, 1989), as when phrase-congruent
words occupy the same RSVP frame. However, for auditory
inputs, associationsare more readilyformed between successively presentedwords (see Penney, 1989), so that a different
set of surfacefactors will modulateauditoryRD via the same
basic principleof modulation.The surfacefactorsare knownas
prosody, unconsciouslyprocessed acoustic variationsin timing, stress, pitch, andintonationthat signalhow wordscombine
into phrases in sentences (see, e.g., Wingfield& Butterfield,
1984). By way of illustration,consider how prosodic timing
(i.e., selective word lengtheningand brief pauses) helps listeners encodethe acousticsentence "LashleyinstructedTeuberto
go withouthesitating."If the speakerlengthensthe word "go"
andfollows it with a pause, the listenercan quicklylink "without hesitating"to Lashley's mannerof instructing.However, a
short "go" followed by no pause indicatesthat listeners must
link "withouthesitating"to Teuber'smannerof going.
Under the NST modulationprinciple, the prosody of normally producedsentences will reduce RD in a rapid auditory
Fig. 2. Percentageof correcttargetreport(conditionaldata)for
(RAP)task: Prosodiccues enable listenersto deterversus
inconprocessing
repeatedversus unrepeatedtargetsin congruent
what words to link togetherinto phrases, thereby
mine
text
for
quickly
the
explanation).
gruentgroups(see
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increasingthe time availablefor formingthe one-to-manylinks
requiredto encode and retrieve repeated words. However,
RAP word lists and RAP sentences producedwith listlike or
word-by-word prosody lack such prosodic cues to phrases,
whichshouldmakeword-to-phraselinks moredifficultto form,
andaugmentauditoryRD underthe modulationprinciple.Consistent with these predictions, a previous study (Miller &
MacKay,1994)foundsignificantRD for RAPwordlists, but not
for normallyproducedRAP sentences, whereas anotherstudy
(Miller& MacKay, in press) found significantRD when these
same RAP sentences were producedwith listlike or word-bywordprosody.In sum, the presentresultscomportwith effects
of syntaxand prosody on auditoryRD, and suggestthat visual
and auditoryRD are fundamentallyanalogousphenomenathat
obey the same basic principleof modulation.
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